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The effects on reflectivity of a statistical variation in the thickness of layers in a multilayered Bragg re-
flector are studied. Analytic expressions are obtained for (p) and (pp*), the expected value of the reflec-
tion and reflectivity coefficients as a function of u, the standard deviation in layer thickness. These ex-
pressions are then compared with values obtained using a computer routine which "builds" a reflector 
with the desired parameters and u value, and then calculates the reflection. The results of the computer 
experiment are presented in the form of p(pp*), t.he probability distribution function of a statistical 
Bragg reflector. Finally, simple phenomenological expressions are presented for the reflectivity proba-
bility distribution. 
INTRODUCTION 
Extensive studies have been made of the reflection of light 
from ideal periodic multilayered media.1·2 Among the many 
uses of such structures are coatings for both high reflection 
and antiref1ection. Other proposals involve the use of these 
structures for phase matching in nonlinear optical applica-
tions3-5 and for obtaining optical birefringence in stratified 
media composed of isotropic or cubic materials.6•7 
In practice, however, it is not possible to fabricate perfect 
structures, and to date the standard deviation in layer thick-
nesses of commercially made mirrors is typically 2% when 
monitored optically, and even greater when measured me-
chanically.8·9 Great precision in layer thickness can be 
achieved by using new techniques such as molecular beam 
epitaxy, but these techniques are also costlier than the stan-
dard electron beam evaporation. 
Although there is ample literature on periodic structures, 
the study of aperiodic structures has been rather limited.10--12 
The primary effect of a slight a periodicity is to decrease the 
amplitude and broaden the width of the reflectivity spectrum. 
It is the purpose of this paper to study the effect on reflectivity 
of a random fluctuation in layer thickness about an ideal 
thickness. 
The case of a low ref1ectivity structure is easily handled 
using the undepleted incident wave approximation. Next a 
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FIG. 1. Geometry of reflection with n cells used in low-reflectivity 
case. 
perturbation solution to the coupled mode equations is pre-
sented which gives results for arbitrarily large ref1ectances. 
Finally, a computer study is presented which uses the for-
malism of the matrix and translation operator developed by 
Yeh, Yariv, and Hong2 to predict the expectation value of p 
and IPI 2 as a function of CJ as well as p(IPI 2), the probability 
of manufacturing a sample of given reflection. An analytic 
expression is then presented for p (I p 12) which agrees well with 
the results from the computer experiment. 
LOW-REFLECTIVITY LIMIT 
We start by calculating the ref1ectivity of a mirror with N 
cells in the limit of low ref1ectance. Assuming a constant in-
cident wave of unit amplitude we obtain for the reflected 
wave 
p = r1(1 + exp[2i(k1xa1 + k2xb1)] + expl2i[k1x(a1 + a2) + k2x(b1 + b2)]l + · · · + expl2i[k1x(a1 + a2 +···+aN)+ k2x(b1 + b2 + 
- r1 exp(2ik2xb1)(1 + exp[2i(k1xa1 + k2xb2)] + · · · + expl2i[k1x(a1 + · · · + aN-1) + k2x(b2 + · · · + bN)]}), (1) 
where 
k1x- k2x 
r1 = . ' 
k1x + k2x 
i = 1,2, 
w is the radian frequency of light, c is the velocity of light, and 
n1 is the index of refraction in a layer of material1, and n2 is 
the index in a layer of material2. N is the number of unit cells 
and the number of dielectric interfaces is 2N + 1, with r 1 
representing the magnitude of the reflection from a single 
layer, ap is the thickness of the layer of index n1 in the pth cell, 
and bp is the thickness of the layer of index n2 in the pth cell 
(see Fig. 1). 
We denote the random deviation of the layers' thickness by 
parameters up,Vp defined by 
ap = a(O) +Up, p = 1,2, • · ·N 
bp = b(O) + Vp, 
(2) 
a (O), b <0> = ideal thickness oflayers, 
and up,Vp are random variables with assumed Gaussian dis-
tribution and standard deviations CJa and CJb. 
In the process of taking the ensemble average of r we use 
the following theorem: If G is a random Gaussian variable 
with average value zero and standard deviation CJG, then the 
ensemble average of eiG = (ei0 ) = e-112u02• This can easily 
be shown by expanding eiG in a Taylor series and averaging 
term by term. 
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A typical term in (1) is 
expj2i[klx(al + · · · + ap) + k2x(b1 + · · · + bp)]j 
= expj2ip[klxa(O) + k2xb<0>]j 
X expj2i[klx(UI + • • ·+Up)+ k2x(VI + · · · + Up)]l. (3) 
The ensemble average of this term i~ 
e2ip[klxa(Ol+k2xb(O)j e -2[krxPu~+k~xPab] = e2ipkA e -2pk2a2, 
where 
k2(J2 = krx(J~ + k~x(J6, 
kA = k1xa(O) + k2xb<0>. 
We thus find that the expectation value of p is 
(p) = [rr/(1 _ e2ikA e-2k2a2)] 
X [1- e2i(N+l)kA e-2(N+l)k2a2- e2ik2xb(O) 
X e-2k~xa~ (1 - e2iNkA e-2Nk2a2)]. (4) 
The magnitude of this quantity is plotted in Fig. 2 for the 
case N = 25 and r 1 = 1.96 X 10-3. We have taken k~x(J6 = 
krx(J~ = %k2(J2 and p·= 0.1 for (J = 0 at the center of the band 
gap, as well as k 2xb<0> = k 1xa <0>. It can be seen in Fig. 2 that 
the nonzero value of (J has the effect of broadening the re-
sponse as well as lowering it, as expected. Figure 3 is a plot 
of (p) as a function of k(J for various values of Nat the con-
dition kA = 1r, indicating the increasing sensitivity of (p) on 
(J for large N values. The parameters of each structure have 
been chosen to give a 10% reflectance for a perfect reflector. 
In the limit of Nk 2(J2 « 1, N » 1, and e2ik2xb<o> = -1, expres-
sion (4) reduces to 
(p) = (2N + 1)r1(1- Nk2(J2) 
(4a) 
It is interesting to compare this expression to the well-
known Debye-Waller factor for x-ray diffraction from a crystal 
at a finite temperature for which13 
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FIG. 2. Average reflectance as 
a function of layer standard de-
viation and shift from center of the 
band gap, indicating the broad-
ening and lowering of the re-
sponse curve, for the case of 25 
cells. 
(5) 
where G = kin - kout. (J is the standard deviation in atomic 
position due to lattice vibration. Note that (5) does not de-
pend on N, the number of atomic layers, while the correction 
factor in (4a) does depend on N. 
The difference between (4a) and (5) can be reconciled. We 
consider a structure for which the thickness of each layer can 
be controlled precisely, but for which the surface of each layer 
is not perfect but is rough and uneven, then the reflection from 
the entire structure is reduced by a term similar to (5), that 
is, independent of N. This can be seen as follows. There-
flection from a rough surface is given14 by Po exp[( -81r(J2/A.2) 
cos20], where Po is the reflection from a smooth surface, A. is the 
wavelength of light reflected, (J is the standard deviation of 
the surface from its average, and 0 is the angle of incidence. 
Again, taking the case where k2x b (O) = k 1xa (O) = 1r /2 we find 
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FIG. 3. Average amplitude reflectance in low-reflectance limit as a 
function of cell standard deviation and the number of cells. Note that the 
parameters of each structure have been chosen to give a 10% reflectance 
for a perfect reflector. 
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FIG. 4. Average intensity reflectivity in low-reflectance limit as a function 
of cell standard deviation and the number of cells. Note how, as ku be-
comes large the asymptotic reflectance becomes 0.0 1/(2N + 1 ). 
that the reflection from each surface of a Bragg reflector is 
reduced by the factor exp[ -(71'/2)a;J, where uri is the relative 
standard deviation, ula = ua!a <o> for layers of index n1. and 
urb = ubfb<0> for layers of index n2. 
Thus for a structure of many layers, we have 
(p) = %ro[e-(11'/2 )rr~a-(11'/2)u~b] ~ ro[1 - (11'/4)(u;a + u;b)], (6) 
which is independent of N. 
The quantity (pp*) can be calculated in a manner similar 
to (p). If we take, for simplicity, the case kA = 71', we arrive 
at the rather complicated expression: 
[ ( 
2e-2Nk2u2 
(pp*) = lr1l 2 N + 1 + [1- (N + 1) e2k2u2N (1 - e2k2a2)2 
) ( 
2e-2(N-l)k2u2 
+Ne2<N+l)k2u2] + N+-----(1 - e2k2rr2)2 
X [1- Ne2h2u2(N-1) + (N- 1) e2Nk2u2]) 
- ( 2 cos(2k 2xb~0l)(e-2k~,a~ + e-2ki,a~) 
e -2(N -l)k2u2 
X [1- Ne2(N-l)k2u2 (1 - e2h2a2)2 
+ (N- 1) e2Nk2u2] + N)] (7) 
In the limit of Nk 2a2 « 1, (7) reduces to 
(pp*) = lr1l 2 { [2N2 + 2N + 1 
- 2(N2 + N) cos(2k2xb<0l)]- k 2a2 [ (~ N3 + 2N2 + ~ N) 
- 2 (~ N 3 + N 2 + ~) cos(2k2xb<0>) J }· (8) 
Equation (7) is plotted in Fig. 4 for various values of N under 
the same conditions as Fig. 3. Although Eq. (7) is quite 
complicated, it reduces to [(2N + 1)r1)2 for ka ~ 0 and to (2N 
+ l)(rt} us llcr-"' co, This is to be expected, since us a~,. 0, the 
reflections from each dielectric interface are correlated and 
thus the amplitudes add. For large k u values, the reflections 
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from each interface are not correlated and the intensities from 
the 2N + 1 interfaces add. 
COUPLED MODE THEORY 
In many cases of practical interest, we deal with high re-
flectivities and the methods of the previous section are inap-
propriate. This problem can be overcome by using the cou-
pled mode theory15•16 and the effects of a random statistical 
variation in layer thickness can be included by using a per-
turbation scheme similar to Streifer et al., 17 but carried to 
higher order. 
Consider a periodic structure that extends from z = -L/2 
to z = L/2. A wave propagating in the z direction, R (z )eif3z, 
with time dependence e-iwt, will generate a contradirectional 
wave S(z)e-ifJz. We take the dielectric constant as varymg 
according to cos[(27Tz/ A0) + H/>(z )], where Ao is the ideal period 
and H/>(z) describes the perturbation or deviation from this 
ideal period. Although the dielectric constant of a periodic 
slab guide does not vary sinusoidally, we can decompose the 
index variation into its Fourier components and allow co-
herent interaction with the propagating wave and the first 
Fourier harmonic of the structure. 
The coupled mode equations at the Bragg condition {3 = 
71'/Ao are 
R' = iK eiE<J> S, 
S' = -iK e-iE</> R, 
(9) 
(10) 
where the prime denotes derivative with respect to z. In order 
to keep the results fairly simple we will solve the problem at 
the Bragg condition only. In Eqs. (9) and (10) K is the coupling 
constant. It is seen from Eq. (10) that 
K = ldS/dzl = la.r./~.1.~ 
R a.1. 
=~=2Nr1 
Ao/2 L 
where a.r. is amplitude reflected, u.l. unit length, and a.i. 
amplitude incident. 
The boundary conditions are 
R(-1f2L) = 1, 
S(%L) = 0. 
The filter function or reflection coefficient is defined 
p (- ~) = s (- ~)I R (- ~) = s (- ~) . 
Equations (9) and (10) can be combined to give 
R"- ir:cf>'R'- K2R = 0. 
Next we expand R in a power series in r:: 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
R = Ro(z) + r:R1(z) + r: 2R2(z) + · · ·. (14) 
When this is substituted in Eq. (13) and powers of r: are 
equated, we get 
R~- K2R0 = 0, 
R~- K2Rl = icJ>'R~, 
SheHan et al. 
(15a) 
(15b) 
20 
n~l. 
(15c) 
(15d) 
These equations, subject to the boundary conditions of Eqs. 
(11) and (12) aresolved in Appendix A, where it is shown 
Ro = cosh[K(1/2L - z )] , 
cosh KL 
Rn =! fz iQ>'(~)R~-1(~) sinh[K(Z - ~)] d~ 
K -L/2 
sinh[K(%L + z)] 
KC 1 cosh KL 
f L/2 X ¢'(~)R~_ 1(~) cosh[K(1f2L - 0] d~ -L/2 
The reflection coefficient p(-L/2) is given by 
( L) -i . ( L) p - 2 =--;; e-wt>(-L/2) R' - 2 . 
(16) 
(17) 
n = 1,2. 
(18) 
If we consider an ensemble of these structures each will have 
a different reflection since ~:Q>'(z) is a random variable for each 
structure. In order to proceed we must consider the auto-
correlation function of Q>'(z), which we will take as 
R<t>(zo) = (¢'(z)¢'(z + zo)) 
= lim - 1- r w Q>'(z)Q>'(z + zo) dz (19a) 
w--oo 2W Jz=-W 
for lzol ::5 l 
=0 for lzol ~ l. (19b) 
Expression (19b) is an assumed form for the autocorrelation 
function. 
The quantity l is a correlation length and ~2 = ( ¢'2) is the 
standard deviation of the random variable. Also we assume 
( ¢') = 0. This will be discussed further in the next sec-
tion. 
Using the results of Appendix B and Appendix C, we arrive 
at the following results for (p(-L/2)) and (p(-L/2)-
p*( -L/2) ): 
< 
p(- !:_) ) = ie-iE.P(-L/2) [tanh KL - ~: 2 '2}l 
2 8KCr 
x ( 2Cf- ~S1S4- c1c2- c1 + KLs1) J, (20) 
I p(- !:) p* (- !:) ) = tanh2 KL- ~: 2I?l [KL- _]:__ 8 4 \ 2 2 2KCt 4 16 
s1 ( 5 1 ) J 
- 2 c 1 c 2 + c 1 - 2c 1 - KLS 1 + 4 s 1s 4 • (21) 
Where Sn = sinh(nKL), Cn = cosh(nKL). In the low-reflection 
limit (20) and (21) reduce to 
L . . ( ~:2 'L. 2Ll ( p (- 2)) =le-u¢ (-L/2) KL 1- -
4
-), (22) 
(23) 
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In the high-reflection limit 
( p (- ~)) = ie-if</>(-L/2) (tanh KL- ~: 2;2z), (24) 
(25) 
CONNECTION BETWEEN £2 ~2, I AND, a<0 >, b<0 ) 
AND u2 OF TJ-IE SLAB REFLECTOR 
CONSIDERED IN THE LOW-REFl,.ECTIVITY LIMIT 
SECTION 
In order to apply the results of the last section which as-
sullied a sinusoidal variation of the index to the case of mul-
tilayered mirrors with abrupt index discontinuities, we es-
tablish the connection between the parameters used in char-
acterizing these systems. 
We start by defining the local period through the relation-
ship 
f z ~ dz = fz (271'- 2: oA)z)) dz = 271'2 + ~:Q>(z), A(z) Ao Ao Ao 
(26) 
-271' ~:Q>'(z) = - 2 oA(z), Ao 
(27) 
where oA(z) is the local period variation. 
Next we take the autocorrelation function of oA(z) to be 
RoA(zo) = (bA(z + zo)bA(z)) = S 2 ( 1- ~~~~) lzol ::5 l' 
= 0 otherwise. (28) 
From Eq. (27) we obtain 
471'2 
~:2(¢'(z)¢'(z + z0)) = - 4 (oA(z)aA(z + z0)), Ao 
E2L2 (1 - lzol) = 471'2 S2 (1 - lzol). (29) 
l A6 l' 
From Eq. (29) we see immediately that 
E2L2 = (471'2/ A6)S2, (30) 
l' = l. (31) 
Next we relate l to Ao = a<0) + b(O) and S 2 to 0'2. 
As shown in Appendix D the autocorrelation function for 
a slab reflector is given by 
(~t(z)~t(z + zo)) = £1 2[1- (2lzoi/Ao)], (32) 
Ao/2 ~ a<0) ~ b<0>. 
The quantity ~t (z) is the deviation in the slab located at 
z from its ideal thickness of A0/2. Comparing Eqs. (29) and 
(32) we see that the correlation length l is equal to the slab 
thickness A0/2. In order to find the connection between a2 
and ~2 [and thus S 2 through Eq. (30)], we compare either Eq. 
SheHan et al. 21 
(22) to Eq. (5) or alternatively Eq. (23) to Eq. (8) (in limit of .18 
large N). In either case for the equations to agree, we must 
take .16 
8 2 = (20:)2, 
E2L? = (471"2/ A6)(20:)2. 
{33) 
{34) 
Thus we have related the quantities o=2 and A0/2 which are 
assumed known for our slab Bragg reflector to the quantities 
E2 :z2 and l which appear in Eqs. (20)-(25). 
Also by comparing Eq. (5) to (22) or Eq. {8) to (23) (for large 
N) we again find K = 2Nrr/L. 
After using Eq. (34) and l = Ao/2, Eqs. (20) and (21) be-
come 
/ p (- !::) p* (- !::_) ) = tanh2 KL - 4(T27r2 [KL - _.!_ 
\ 2 2 A5KCf 4 16 
or 
x 84- ~1 ( c1c2 + c1- 2Cf- KLS1 + ~ 81s4) J 
271"2o:2L 
= tanh2 x---G(x) (36a) A3 
(p[-(L/2)]p*(-L/2)])- tanh2x -27r2(T2L G(x) 
tanh2x A3 tanh2x 
(36b) 
X= KL, 
G(x) =-.!. [-1 (!s4- x) 
X 2Ci 4 
81 ( . 5 1 ) ] + Ct C1C2 + Ct- 2Cl- xS1 + 4818 4 • 
The function G (x) is plotted in Fig. 5. For small x, G (x) ~ 
(2/3)x 2, while for large x, G(x) ~ 2e-2x[2- (1/x)]. 
ALTERNATIVE DERIVATION USING COUPLED 
MODE THEORY 
If Eqs. (9) and (10) are used directly and a series expansion 
is used in both RandS, we can avoid having to use Eq. (13), 
which involves c/>', and instead work only with the random 
variable cjJ. The procedure is outlined below: 
where 
R' = iKeiE.P 8, 
S' = -iKe-iE.P R, 
R' = iKS + iK(eiE<P- l)S, 
S' = -iKR - iK(e-iE<P- l)R, 
w z/A w z/A 
Ec/>(z) = -n1 LUi+ -n2 L Vi 
c i=1 c i=1 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
[see Eq. (2) for definition of Ui and vd (boundaries of reflector 
between z = 0 and z = 1). 
We define the random variable x = iK(eiE.P- 1), assume it 
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FIG. 5. Plot of the function G(KL). 
is small, and expand R and S in a series, with the nth term 
being of order x n 
R = Ro + Rt + R2 + · · ·, 
S =So+ St + 82 + · · ·, 
(42) 
(43) 
with boundary conditions Rn(O) = bno, Sn(L) = 0. After 
substituting (42) and (43) into (39) and (40) and collecting 
terms of order x, we find 
R~ = iKSo, 
8~ = -iKRo, 
R~ = iKSn + xSn-1, n ~ 1 
n~l. 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
This system of equations can be solved iteratively for in-
creasing n. We will consider only first order and take the 
region of space containing the reflectors between z = 0 and z 
=L: 
~ So(O) + St(O) = S (O) + S (O). 
P Ro(O) o I (48) 
Solving Eqs. (44) and (45), we find 
R ( ) _ coshK(L - z) 0 z - ' c1 (49) 
So(z)' +i sinh~~L- z). (50) 
Next we combine Eqs. {46) and (47} to find an equation for 
St: 
(51) 
Using the boundary conditions on 81, integrating by parts to 
get rid of the derivative of x*, and using Eqs. (49) and (50) we 
find 
- (eit<P - 1) sinh2K(L - z )] dz, (52) 
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pp* = l8o(O) + 81(0)1 2 A:! l8ol 2 + 818~ + 8~8o, (53) 
~r2 = pp*- l8ol 2 = 8o(8~- 81). (54) 
After using Eqs. (50) and (52), we arrive at the result 
- K tanhKL J: L ~r2 = (2- ei~cJ>(z)- e-i~cJ><z>) dz. 
cosh2KL o 
(55) 
Next we average the above equation, remembering from Eq. 
(41) 
w2 z ( <=2¢2(z)) = c 2 A (n[o-~ + n~o-~) 
2zw 
A 
(56) 
= _ 2K81A (Nw + e-N\11 - 1). (5S) Cf \ w 
Finally the fractional decrease in average reflectivity is 
(~r2) = -2KA (Nw + e-N\11- ~\. (5g) 
r6 tanhKL cosh2KL \ w J 
Although this formula is simpler than Eq. (36b), it is not as 
accurate, as we shall see in the next section. Greater accuracy 
could be obtained by including higher-order terms in 8. 
COMPUTER RESULTS 
The analytic results of the last section are compared to 
calculated reflectivity values of a large number of computer-
simulated stratified media. The multilayer samples were 
"fabricated" such that the thickness of each layer was a ran-
dom variable assuming Gaussian distribution about prede-
termined thicknesses ao and bo of the n1 and n2 layers, re-
spectively. The same relative standard deviation was used 
for all layers, i.e., o-ala (O) = o-bfb<0>. The reflectivity was cal-
culated using the matrix multiplication method. (For a de-
tailed discussion of the method, the reader is referred to Ref. 
2.) 
Samples of 50 cells each were prepared this way. The re-
flectivity was calculated for each sample every 5 cells, giving 
TABLE I. Table comparing results of the computer experiment with 
the two analytic expressions. Note the close agreement between the 
second order¢' expression and the experiment. Rp = pp* for perfect 
structure; (R) = (pp*); O"r = 0.02; n1 = 3.6; n2 = 3.4. 
23 
Number of cells Rp 
10 
.26680 
15 .48289 
20 .66500 
25 .79469 
30 .87840 
35 .92942 
40 .95952 
45 .97694 
50 .98691 
Rp' pp* for perfect structure 
<R>' <pp*> 
.07695 
.26420 
.47785 
6.20± .20 XI0-3 6.1 I X IQ-3 4.67 XIQ-3 
9. 1s ± .19 x 1o-3 • 9.75 ,;-;o=-3--lB.oo-;;o::-;-
• I0~4±.2Qx-IQ-_:-3-• ·10-:s Xl-0:3·-•~-----
______ ..,..__ ___ ~-------- _ ... ------------~·--~ 
.65870 9.47 ±.20xlo-3 · 9.47 x 10-3 
.87343 
.92573 
.95695 
- - --~- ---- ---------t-----1 
.97523 1 1.75 ±.Q4XIQ-3 1.68XIQ-3 
.98580 - ~~~i2-±.olxlo-3 ~~~04~ 
CJ'r = .02 
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FIG. 6. Plot of the data given in Table I (u r = 2% ). 
reflectivity values of stratified media of 5, 10, 15, 25, 30, 35, 
40, 45, and 50 cells. There were 1500 such samples. The 
parameters used in the calculations were n1 = 3.6, n 2 = 3.4, 
a<0> = n2Ao/(n1 + n2) = 0.4857Ao, b(O) = n1Ao/(n1 + n2) = 
0.5143A0 (A0 = a<0> + b<0>), w = 1rc/2n1a<0>, and normal inci-
dence. 
Each sample structure has a different reflection, but all are 
less than Rp = ( pp*) P• the reflection from a perfect structure 
where o- = 0. The average reflection (R) = (pp*) is then de-
termined as well as o- <R >· = (( R 2) - ( R) 2)112, the standard 
deviation of the reflection. The standard deviation of the 
computed quantity (R) is then determined by o-<R>IVN, 
where N is the number of structures tested. The value N = 
1500 was taken to insure sufficient accuracy in (R). 
The results of the computer experiment are presented in 
Table I. For comparison, results are also given for the two 
analytic theories. The results are plotted in Fig. 6. Values 
of O"r = o-afa<0> = o-bfb<0> = 0.02 were used. 
In Fig. 7 are the results for a structure with 10 unit cells and 
various values of o-r· It can be seen that there is excellent 
agreement between the computer results and the second order 
theory using ¢' for small values of o-r· The first-order theory 
using 4> also gives good results. 
Finally, Figs. 8-13 illustrate the probability distribution 
function for various reflections. The points were determined 
by the computer routine, while the solid line represents the 
theoretical prediction which is described in the next section. 
0.32 
-- x 2nd order theory with¢' 
0.28 
---- o I st order theory with¢ 
0.24 
- • Computer Experiment 
N = 10 
1\ 0.20 n 1 = 3.6 0:: 
v a_ n2= 3.4 0:: 0.16 
I 
a_ 
0:: 0.12 
0.08 
0.04 
00 
o-r 
FIG. 7. Comparison of computer experimental results and theory for a 
1 0-cell structure with various values of u r· 
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0500 1000 
O"r =2.0% 
NUMBER OF CELLS ·10 
0375 Rp = .266795 < R> = .264204 750 
PEAK (R=.2655)=1907% 
0:: OF THE SAMPLES 
'0 dR = 5.0E-04 ii' ii' 0.250 500 
Q_ 
Q_ 
0125 j\ 250 I 
0 .-9- 0_ 0 _.,_3--
0
;: V \ ~ 
0 
25.0 25.5 260 265 27.0 
REFLECTIVITY (%) 
FIG. 8. Experimental distribution of P(R) (circles) as compared to theo-
retical prediction (solid line) for u, = 2% for structures with 10 cells. The 
average reflectivity ( R) and the reflectivity of a perfect structure Rp are 
indicated by the thin vertical lines. 
P(R) dR gives the probability of a structure having reflection 
between Rand R + dR. The vertical axis on the right-hand 
side gives P(R), while the vertical axis on the left-hand side 
gives P(R) dR with dR specified. Figures 8-10 give the 
probability distribution for 10, 25, and 50 cells with relative 
standard deviation of 2%. Notice how the distribution is 
broader for 25 cells than for 10 or 50 cells. 
In Figs. 11-13 we take a structure of 25 cells and plot the 
probability distributions for relative standard deviations of 
5%, 7 .5%, and 10%. The same scale is u"sed in these three 
figures and the broadening of P(R) with standard deviation 
is readily seen. 
A PHENOMENOLOGICAL EXPRESSION FOR 
p( IPI 2 > 
As seen from Figs. 8-13, the value of (pp*) = (R), while an 
important parameter of the reflector, does not describe the 
spread in distribution, or the most likely value of reflectivity. 
It also does not answer the following important question. If 
the value of u is allowed to increase, how many structures will 
no longer satisfy a given required reflectivity? For example, 
from Fig. 13 we see that although the reflectivity from a per-
fect structure is almost 800!6, a substantial number of reflectors 
reflect less than 60%. Also, it may be desirable to relax the 
manufacturing tolerances if this does not lead to a large in-
crease in the number of "bad" mirrors. 
0100.---------------------,1000 
0:: 
'0 
0075 
ii' 0.500 
Q_ 
O"r =2.0% 
NUMBE.R OF CELLS 25 
Rp = .794689 < R> =. 788653 
PEAK (R= 7920)=16.13% 
OF THE SAMPLES 
dR = I.OE -03 
REFLECTIVITY (%) 
FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 8, but for structure with 25 cells. 
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750 
500 ii' 
Q_ 
020! 
1000 
O"r =2.0% 
NUMBER OF CELLS 50 
0.15 Rp = .986913 <R> = 985796 I 750 PEAK (R=.9862) = 19.87% II\ 0:: OF THE SAMPLES '0 dR = 2.0E -04 ii' 0: 0.10 500 CL Q_ 
005 250 /00 lg 'I 0.. \ 0:: 0 ~~ 0 oo 0 
98.0 98.2 98.4 98.6 98.8 
REFLECTIVITY (%) 
FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 8, but for structure with 50 cells. 
Based on Figs. 8-13 we will fit this data to the function 
cq-1 ec/(rp-r) 
p(r) = , (60) 
r(q - 1) (rp - r)q 
where r = pp* is the reflection, r is the gamma function, rp is 
the reflection from a perfect structure, and the parameters C 
and q are determined from the average value and standard 
deviation of the distribution function. 
It is easily shown that the parameters C and q are related 
to the average and standard deviation of p (r) through 
(rp- (r))2 (61) q=3+ ' (r2)-(r)2 
C = (rp- (r))[(rp- (r))2 + ((r2)- (r)2)]_ (62) 
(r2)- (r)2 
From Eq. (55) we have 
(r) = (pp*) = rp- (KSifCr) (f), 
f = SoL (2- eitcJ>(z)- e-itcJ>(z)) dz, 
N\11 + e-N'll - 1 
(f) = 2A \II • 
(63) 
(64) 
We need only use Eq. (55) to find (r2). Before proceeding, 
an important point should be made. In the derivation of (58) 
we neglected terms of order Sncx(eitcJ>- 1)n"" (iup)n, where 
n > 1. The solution (58) is, however, of order ¢ 2, indicating 
that terms of S 2 should have been retained. 
0.2500 
O"r =5.0% 
NUMBER OF CELLS. 25 
0.1875 Rp = .794689 < R> =. 751146 18.75 
PEAK (R=.7800) = 23.67% 
0:: OF THE SAMPLES 
'0 dR = I.OE -02 ii' 
0:: 0.1250 12.50 
Q_ 
Q_ 
0.0625 
0o~~-~20~.0~--~4~0~.0~~~6~0~0~-~~ 
REFLECTIVITY (%) 
FIG. 11. Experimental distribution of P(R) as compared to theoretical 
prediction for structures containing 25 cells and have u, = 5%. 
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0.1875 Rp=.794689 <R> = .686938 18.75 
PEAK (R=.7500)=10.40% 
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-o dR = I.OE -02 a: 
0:: 0.1250 12 50 Q_ 
Q_ 
0.0625 
0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~ 
0 20.0 40.0 60.0 
REFLECTIVITY (%) 
FIG. 12. Same as Fig. 11, but for u, = 7.5%. 
Nevertheless the results are in good agreement with ex-
periment as well as the more accurate second -order results, 
and because of its simplicity expression (55) will be used to 
compute (r2) as well. Equation (55) gives us 
(r2) - (r > 2 = (K2StJCrH <f2> - <f> 2). (65) 
Using the results of Appendix Ewe find 
( (r2) - (r) 2)1/2 = KS1 _:!:__ NL (3!_)2 (_i_)2. 
Cf Va 2 A/2 (66) 
Combining Eqs. (57) and (58), using the definition ofO:, and 
keeping only the lowest-order term in 0:, we find 
r - (r) = KS1 NL (3!_)2 (_i_)2' 
P Cf 2 A/2 
or the interesting result 
( (r2) - (r) 2)1/2 = ~ V3 ~ 1.15 
rp-(r) 3 
We thus arrive at values for the parameters q and C: 
15 
q=4' 
c =I KS1 NL (3!_)2 (_i_)2' 
4 Cf 2 A/2 
which, when used in (60), give 
0:: 
-o 
Cll/4 eC/(rp-r) 
p(r) = r(ll/4) (rp- r)1514 ' 
0.2500.----------------------------, 
0.1875 
o-r= 10.0% 
NUMBER OF CELLS :25 
Rp=.794689 <R>=.596087 
PEAK (R=.7300)= 5.87% 
OF THE SAMPLES 
dR = I.OE -02 
a: 0.1250 
2.. 
0.0625 
0o~~~·~oz~o0~D~o~o~o·o~~4~0~.0~~--~60~.0~--~~ 
REFLECTIVITY(%) 
25.00 
18.75 
12.50 
6.25 
(67) 
(68) 
(69) 
a: 
Q_ 
FIG. 13. Same as Fig. 11, but for u, = 10%. Note the expected broad-
ening of the curve with increasing u ,. 
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r (~1) = (~)! ~ 1.608. (70) 
The function p (r) is indicated in Figs. 8-13 by the solid line 
and agrees well with the computer results. 
Finally, from Eq. (70) we find that the peak of the function 
p(r) occurs at the point 
C 7 KS 1 ( 7r) 2 ( 0: ) 2 
rpeak = rp- ~ = rp- 15 Cf NL 2 A/2 ' (71) 
or 
rp - rpeak = :!._. 
rp - (r) 15 
CONCLUSION 
The effect on reflectivity of a statistical variation in the 
thickness of layers in a Bragg reflector has been studied using 
the coupled mode equations. Closed-form expressions were 
obtained for the reduction in reflectivity, which agreed with 
a computer experiment. These expressions are accurate for 
small values of u, which is typical for most cases. A phe-
nomenological expression for the reflectivity distribution 
function p(r) was presented which also agreed well with the 
experiment. Results for arbitrarily large u values were ob-
tained for low-reflectivity reflectors. 
APPENDIX A 
In this appendix we solve 
R~- K2Ro = 0 (A 1) 
and 
R~- K2Rn = i¢'R~-1> n = 1,2 (A 2) 
subject to 
R(-ljzL) = 1 (A 3) 
and 
S(lf2L) = 0, (A 4) 
where 
R = Ro + €R1 + €2R2 (A 5) 
and 
S = -ie -iE</> (R' I K). (A 6) 
The procedure for determining Ro is straightforward and 
the solution is 
Ro(z) = cosh!K[(L/2)- z]}. 
cosh(KL) 
The boundary conditions on R' are, from (A 4) and (A 6) 
R'(L/2) = 0. 
Since these must hold for all values of € we have 
R1 (- ~) = R2 (- ~) = R'1 (~) = R~ (~) = 0. (A 7) 
A homogeneous solution to (A 2) is given by 
Bn sinh!K[ (L/2) + z ]}, 
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where Bn is a constant to be determined. The particular so-
lution is given by 
! fz i¢'(rJ)R~_ 1 (rJ) sinh(K(Z- 17)] d17. (A 9) 
K -L/2 
This can be confirmed by differentiating (A 9) and substi-
tuting in (A 2). 
The total solution is thus 
Rn (z) = Bn sinh [ K (~ + z) J 
+! fz i1>'(rJ)R~- 1 (rJ) sinhK(z- 17)] drJ. 
K -L/2 
The boundary solution at z = -L/2 is also satisfied and Bn 
is determined through the boundary condition R~(L/2) = 0. 
The result is given by Eq. (17). 
APPENDIX B 
We wish to solve for the expectation value of p(-L/2) = 
(p(-L/2)) given that (1>'(z)¢'(z + zo)) = ~2[1- (lzol/l)] and 
using Eqs. 16-18: 
\ R' (- ~)) = \ R~ (- ~)) 
+ ~ \ R; (- ~) ) + ~2 \ R~ (- ~) ) . (B 1) 
After differentiation we find from Eq. (17) 
( R'1 (- ~)) = ~: s_:~: (1>'(rJ))R~(rJ) cosh [ K (%.-17) J 
d11 = 0 since (4>(77)) = 0 (B 2) 
Equation (18) also gives 
R~ -- =- 1>'(~)R;(~) cosh K -- ~ d~. ( L) -isL/2 [ (L )] 2 c1 -u2 2 
(B 3) 
We now use Eq. (17) to express R; in terms of R0 and¢'. 
The result is 
I R~ (- !::_)) = -; rL/2 .~ (1>'(~)1>'(7])) cosh [K (!:_- ~)] cosh[K(~- rJ)] sinh [K (!:_ -17)] d~ drJ 
\ 2 C1 J~=-L/2 J.,=-L/2 2 2 
+-; fL/
2 
fL/
2 (c/>'(~)cf>'(rJ)) cosh [K (!:_-~)]cosh [K (!:_+~)]cosh [K (!:_- 11)] sinh [K (!:_- 11)] d~ drJ. (B 4) C 1 J~=-L/2J.,=-L/2 2 2 2 2 
From Eq. 19 we have R<P(~ - 17) = (1>'(~)1>'(77)) = ~2 [1 -
<I~- 771/t)]. 
The integration is quite involved unless we make the ap-
proximation 
R"'(~- 77) ~ lL, 2o(~- 77), 
where o(x) is the Dirac delta function. 
(B 5) 
This is a quite reasonable approximation and is good 
whenever Kl « 1. After using 
ib o(x)f(x) dx = /(0) for a< 0 < b (B 6) 
and 
fob o(x)f(x) dx = lf2f(O) for b > 0, (B 7) 
we find 
( R~ (- %) ) = ;c2: ( -c1c2- c1 
+ 2Cf + KLS1- ~sls4)· (B 8) 
When this is combined with (B 1) and Eq. (18), we arrive 
at Eq. (20). 
APPENDIX C 
The expectation value of p(-L/2)p* (L/2) is calculated in 
a fashion similar to (p(-L'/2)): 
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+ ~n; (- ~ L) + ~2R~ (- ~ L)] (C 1) 
\ p (- ~ L) p* (- ~ L)) = ~ (R~R; + t 2 (R;R;·) 
+ ~2 (R~~· + R~R~) )z=-L/2· (C 2) 
All terms of order ~ do not contribute since ( 1>') = 0 (see 
Appendix B): 
(R~;· + R~*R;) = R~(R;*) + R~*(R~). 
(R;), the expectation value of R; has been calculated in 
Appendix B. Thus we need only determine (R;R;*) 
I R'l (- !::_) R't (- !::_)) = CK: fL/2 fL/2 (1>'(77)1>'(~)) 
\ 2 2 1 -L/2 -L/2 
X sinh [ K (% - 11) ] sinh [ K (% - ~) ] 
X cosh [ K (% - 11) ] cosh [ K (% - ~) ] d 11 d ~. ( C 3) 
Using (B 5), this reduces to 
\ R'1 (- %) R't (- %) ) = K~t2 l ( 312 S4- ~ K) · (C 4) 
After combining (C 2), (C 4), and (B 8), we arrive at Eq. 
21. 
APPENDIX D 
In this appendix we solve 
Rdzo) = (t.\t(z)t.\t(z + zo)) 
= lim - 1- J w ~t(z)~t(z + zo) dz. 
W-.oo 2W -W 
(D 1) 
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Equation (D 1) can be interpreted as 
(~t(z)~t(z + zo)) = (J~Pn 1 (zo) + (JSPn 2(zo), (D 2) 
where Pni(zo) is the probability that two points separated by 
a distance z0 will both be in the same cell of index ni. 
From Ref. 18 we have 
Pn 1 = ao (1- lzol) for lzol < ao, Ao ao 
= 0 otherwise, (D 3) 
Pn 2 = ~: ( 1- ~~:I) for lzol < bo, 
= 0 otherwise, 
I 
where we have assumed (Jalao, (Jblbo « 1. 
If we now combine Eqs. (D 2) and (D 3) and take ao'"'"' bo'"'"' 
Ao/2, we obtain 
(~t(z)~t(z + zo)) = 0: 2 (1 - J.:QL) lzol < Ao/2 
Ao/2 
= 0 otherwise. 
APPENDIX E 
In this appendix we find an expression for (f2) - (f) ,2 
where 
w z/A w z/A 
€cp(z) = -nl LUi+ -n2 L Vi. (E 2) 
c i=l c i=l 
The variables Ui and V£ are Gaussian distributed as de-
scribed in the main body of this paper: 
([2) = ( J:L J:L (2 - eiE</J(z) _ e-iE</J(z))(2 _ eif</J(z') 
- e-iE<P(z')) dz dz') = 4L 2 - 8L J:L (e-if</J(z)) dz 
+ 2 J:L J:L (eid<P(z)+<P(z')]) dz dz' 
+ 2 J:L SoL (eif[</J(z)-<P(z')]) dz dz'. (E 3) 
In arriving at (E 3) we used the fact that (eid<P(z)+<P(z')]) = 
( e -iE[</J(z)+<P(z')])' etc. 
We now examine the second, third, and fourth terms on the 
right side of (E 3): 
-8L J:L (e-if</J(z)) dz = -8L J:L e(E2/2)(,p2(z)) dz 
So L 8£2 = -8L e<'~~IA)z dz =-(e-N'~~- 1). o N'¥ (E 4) 
We now examine 
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1> (z) and cp(z') are not independent. Over the region of inte-
gration where z' > z we can write cp(z) + cp(z') = 2cjJ(z) + Q(z' 
- z ), where 1> and Q are independent and Q(x) has the same 
probability distribution function as cf>(x ). Thus 
(eid<P(z)+,P(z')]) = (e2iE,P(z)) (eiEfl(z'-z)) 
= e-2E2(,p2(z)) e-(f2/2)(Q2(z'-z)) 
= e-4zw/A e-(w/A)(z'-z), (E 5) 
with a symmetric expression for z > z'. After integrating this 
third term we find 
2 J:L J:L (eiE[<P(z)+<P(z')]) dz dz' 
= _i_£__ (~- e-Nw +.! e-4Nw). 
3 N 2w2 4 4 
In a similar manner we find 
2 J:L J:L (eid<P(z)-<P(z')]) dz dz' 
= 4 iL iz e-(tf//A)(z-z') dz dz' 
z=O z'=O 
4L
2 ( 1 
=- 1 +-(e-N'~~ - 1)) · 
N'¥ N'¥ 
After combining our results and expanding all expressions 
in a power series in \II, retaining terms up to order '¥2 we arrive 
at the desired result: 
4 4 (71")4 ( 0: )4 ([2) _ ({) 2 = _ (NL'¥)2 ~ _ N2£2 _ _ • 
3 3 2 A/2 
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